
The Secrets Interior Stylists Use To Create
Perfect Spaces
When it comes to creating the perfect space in your home, interior stylists hold
the key. These professionals have a keen eye for design and know all the secret
tricks to make any room look visually stunning and functional. Whether you're
looking to revamp your living room, bedroom, or any other space, here are some
of the secrets interior stylists use to create perfect spaces.

1. Start with a Clear Vision

Before diving into any project, interior stylists always start with a clear vision.
They take the time to understand the client's preferences, lifestyle, and functional
needs. By doing so, they can ensure that the end result perfectly aligns with the
client's desires. From choosing color palettes to determining the overall style,
having a clear vision allows for a cohesive and harmonious space.

2. Work with Light and Color

Interior stylists know that light and color play a crucial role in creating the perfect
atmosphere. They carefully consider the natural light available in the space and
use it to their advantage. Whether it's maximizing natural light or strategically
placing artificial lighting, they create a balance that enhances the overall
ambiance. When it comes to color, interior stylists consider both the psychology
and aesthetics. They choose colors that reflect the desired mood while
complementing the overall design scheme.
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3. Pay Attention to Scale and Proportion

One of the secrets interior stylists swear by is the importance of scale and
proportion. They understand that each piece of furniture or decor item should be
in proportion to the size of the space. Too large or too small items can disrupt the
balance and make the room feel off. By maintaining the right scale, stylists create
a visually pleasing and harmonious environment.

4. Mix and Match Textures

Texture adds depth and visual interest to any space. Interior stylists are experts at
mixing and matching different textures to create a luxurious and cozy
atmosphere. They play with fabrics, wall coverings, rugs, and other materials to
add layers and tactile appeal. By strategically incorporating different textures,
they make the room more inviting and visually appealing.

5. Focus on Focal Points

Focal points are essential for creating the perfect space. Interior stylists direct
attention to key features in the room, such as a fireplace, an accent wall, or a
stunning piece of artwork. By emphasizing these focal points, they draw the eye
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and create a sense of visual interest. This technique transforms ordinary spaces
into extraordinary ones.

6. Embrace Symmetry and Balance

Symmetry and balance are vital elements of good design. Interior stylists use
these principles to create a sense of harmony in the room. Whether it's matching
bedside tables, symmetrical furniture placement, or balanced color schemes, they
ensure that the space feels cohesive and visually pleasing. Symmetry and
balance create a calming and sophisticated ambiance.

7. Edit and Declutter

Interior stylists know that less is often more. They are experts at editing and
decluttering, removing any unnecessary items that disrupt the visual flow. By
simplifying the space, they allow for a cleaner and more organized look. Clear
surfaces, streamlined furniture, and purposeful decor make the room feel
spacious and inviting.

8. Pay Attention to Details

The secret to creating perfect spaces lies in the details. Interior stylists pay
attention to every tiny aspect, from the hardware on cabinets to the trim on
curtains. They add finishing touches such as decorative pillows, artwork, and
accessories that tie the room together. It's the little details that make a space feel
complete and thoughtfully designed.

9. Don't Forget Functionality

A perfect space is not only visually pleasing but also functional. Interior stylists
prioritize the client's practical needs while designing the room. They ensure that
there is ample storage, comfortable seating, and easy flow through the space. A



well-designed room is one that serves its purpose while maintaining its aesthetic
appeal.

10. Constantly Adapt and Innovate

Interior stylists embrace creativity and are always seeking new ideas and trends.
They constantly adapt and innovate, staying ahead of the curve in the design
world. They attend trade shows, browse through magazines, and follow the latest
design blogs to draw inspiration and bring fresh ideas to their projects. By
constantly evolving, interior stylists create spaces that are timeless yet
contemporary.

In , the secrets of interior stylists can transform any space into a perfect one. By
starting with a clear vision, playing with light and color, focusing on scale and
proportion, and implementing other savvy techniques, interior stylists create
visually stunning and functional rooms. They know that the devil is in the details
and that a well-designed space is a combination of creativity, practicality, and
innovation. So the next time you're looking to revamp your home, take a page
from the interior stylist's book and turn your space into something truly
extraordinary.
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Tired of having a design block when trying to pick colours and tiles and flooring
and furniture?

Ready to turn every space in your house and turn it into something functional
AND beautiful?

Created for both the aspiring and amateur professional interior stylists alike,
awarded Australian Interior Stylist Amanda Smythe new book is a perfect balance
of the practical and the inspirational.

Within beautiful imagery Amanda shares design lessons, she's learned along the
way, with a treasure trove of design secrets and tips.

Full of real experience from Amanda’s work over the years and her style
diagnostic, insider tips, and unique ideas from 12 envy-inducing rooms, Style
Your Home not only allows you to see your own style is but more importantly tell
your story within your home.

Amanda carefully walks you through the process of designing spaces that work
for you and your loved ones, not how to stage perfect rooms that just look good in
pictures.

All of the spaces she designs are beautiful but are also liveable, comfortable and
family-friendly.

Let Amanda help you infuse your home with your signature style and feel relaxed
in your space.
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